
11 February, 2014 R. W. O’Connell

ASTRONOMY 1210

HELPFUL HINTS FOR FIRST MIDTERM

The first midterm will be onWednesday, February 19. You will have the full class period (75 minutes) to
complete it.

Coverage: The exam will cover all lectures and assigned reading in the textbook through Monday, Feb.
17. Reading assignments are on the Study Guides. The exam will cover Guides 1 through 8 and Chapters 1
through 4 (except section 4.5 on tides) in the Bennett text. You are not responsible for Chapter S1.

Emphasis: The emphasis will be more on the lectures than the textbook.

Style: The exam will be mainly objective (true/false, multiple choice) with some fill-in questions and a few
brief answer (3-4 sentences) questions. The “puzzlahs” have provided good examples of the style of the
questions that will be on the exam. You should also look at the“Exam Prep” link on the course homepage;
that includes additional sample questions (with answers).

You must answer objective parts of the exam on scantron (bubble) sheets. I will supply those.Be sure to
bring a #2 pencil with you.

You will notbe asked to do computational problems on the exam. However, you will be asked to show what
I call aquantitative perspective. Here is a sample of this kind of question:

If the mass of the Earth were doubled, the gravitational force exerted by the Earth on the
Moon would: (A) stay the same; (B) double; (C) quadruple.

If you are uncomfortable with such semi-quantitative questions, don’t worry about them, since the great
majority of exam questions will not be of this type.

Review: I will hold a question-answer session covering the materialon the exam onTuesday, February
18 at 6 PM in Gilmer 190 (not Clark 107). I will not give a formal review but will answer all questions
concerning the material. Please come prepared with questions.

Things to Study:

All the Study Guidesfrom the course home page and yourlecture notes. You are not responsible for
the material labeledoptional readingexcept to the extent that it was discussed in class.

All the reading assignments; these are given for each lecture on the corresponding StudyGuide.

Thekey topicslisted on the reverse of this page.

Things to Ignore:

Numerical valuesof quantities such as the Earth’s mass, the length of the Astronomical Unit, etc.
However, you should be familiar with therelative scalesof quantities we have discussed in class. For
example: the Moon is about 1/4 the diameter of the Earth; the Sun is about 100 times the diameter of
the Earth; and so forth. You should know how to put such concepts intoquantitative perspective(as
mentioned above).

The“Mathematical Insight”sections in the text.

Tabulated materialsuch as the eclipse data in Table 2.1 or the energy comparisons in Table 4.1.

Specific historicaldates, except to be able to place the progress of scientific thoughtinto context. For
instance, you should know that Tycho’s observational work preceded Kepler’s Laws; but you don’t
have to know the date of Kepler’s birth. You don’t need to knowthenamesof secondary historical
figures. (See over for names you should know.)

The “Exercises and Problems”sections in the text contain items that go beyond what we have
covered in class. I donot recommend that you use these to review the material. Do, however, read
the“Summary of Key Concepts”section.
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KEY TOPICS

Introduction
science: values empirical testing vs. idealism, religion
astronomy as science: influence on society scales of space/time
light travel-time distances “lookback” effect
scale & structure of the galaxy and nearby universe
the “top-10” features of cosmic history

The Night Sky
naked eye measurements observable phenomena
angular measures magnitudes constellations
celestial sphere: poles, equator, zenith
motions measured against the stars: sun, moon, & planets
diurnal motion day vs. night horizon
annual motion of sun ecliptic plane zodiac
north/south motion of sun equinoxes, solstices origin of seasons

Ancient Astronomy
motivations for astronomy in ancient cultures
heliacal risings horizon intercepts building alignments: types, examples
maya astronomy the long count & 2012
lunar phases & their cycle polar precession
lunar & solar eclipses: shadow geometry conditions for eclipse
greeks: main accomplishments in math & astronomy eratosthene’s method
ptolemy’s model: geocentric assumptions

retrograde motion in epicycles

Discovery of Gravity
copernicus’ model: heliocentric simplicity of

retrograde motion in “copernican principle”
parallax as a factor in testing copernican model
tycho: implications of supernova 1572 observational contributions
galileo: experimental physics rejection of aristotle

discoveries with telescope & their implications
kepler: models must agree with data elliptical orbits

k’s laws of planetary motion sun exerts force

Gravitional Orbits & Space Flight
newton: laws of dynamics theory of gravity
gravitational orbits: how derived from newton’s laws

types: conic sections escape velocity
consistency with kepler’s laws
free-fall orbits independent of mass

rockets & space flight
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